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Southwinds

a magazine
issued.
the staff this time:
carol bartle
kathy cannady
scott harman
scott price
ronnie dean widner

cover by:
neill fleeman
doo dah sign co.
kansas city, mo.
contents:
ascent
living
loving
descent
evening
night
rebirth?

editorial comment— (see above)
and, thanks to the printer
and a man named Daane.
number three
spring 1974
Note: this is not an official publication of the Univer
sity of Missouri-Rolla.

The Morning

morning comes
intoxicatingly
ending a restful night
--UP
roll a cigarette
& put water on stove to boil
for coffee &
settle back for a moment
of quiet solitude
with a smoke
my woman stirring in the back
room making her arousal known
exchanging morning glances as
she walks by inquiring
what's for
breakfast?
I open the drapes
bringing
the world
inside
quietly
take a long draw
& sigh
--another
day has come
Randy Barnes

Early Morning

My mind heavy with thought,
floating aimlessly
contemplating the void
pondering over the extremes,
love/hate
--wondering why
we are possessed
by both
Randy Barnes

Mother Nature
Sunrise fills the sky with new life.
A newborn day
takes its first step,
falters,
and falls.
As a soft smile switches to rough, cracked lines,
darkening clouds swallow the face of the horizon,
crushing the lemon drop
perched there
into infinite pieces.
Hopes of a new beginning lost.
Mother Nature tosses her head and
laughs a saucy laugh.
Her children bend while old oaks twist.
Seedlings unborn
drown in churning water.
Desires disappear
like raindrops to the stream
now muddy and swollen.
Shattered emotions fade
as black and white
form a neutral sky.
Dave Warfield

Happy Morning

Round doughnut
holes.
I see you. . . Happy
morning.
Sugar in coffee,
you like yours black.
Lovely affinity,
Slowing here between
us.
soft, softness
Kathy Cannady

Blah Days
Stuffed cabbage is my
head today.
Blah
and hurting
only minutely.
Full of Sleep.
Hesitantly bumbling.
Amiable yawn; groggy.
Today there is uninterest,
apathy
Kathy Cannady

RETREAT OF THE EYE
Maple leaf spinning horizontal thru air
landing calm in scales of water.
Starling scooting above, sail, dart,
bugs they catch invisible from earth
legs, wings, nerves, thought.
Weary beyond striving
white ducks eating grass by pond
giving gravity its way
wheels, motors turn, liquid sunlight burns all streets
slicing past everywhere—
orange legs disappear, bright birds on earth,
white eyelids cover sleeping eyes.
Leaves shivering in breeze,
black eyes pop open—
white eyelids cover sleeping eyes.
That eyes might see again—
weariness washed in sleeping blood,
unconscious throbbing thoughtless blood.
Leaves turning,
children gliding bikes down hills,
small turtle rising to transparent surface waters
pokes head thru rippling—
green reflection of pine & oak
thru water to air—
orange-striped neck twists perusing eye,
& all slides below again.
Perpetual city too much for me sometime,
neighbors cursing out dogs & children, spraying
everywhere for little bugs, cry of dog chained
to bannister.
Turtle rises—
sitting on floating plank,
lifting head from under shell
toward swelling clouds & rumbling planes
while ducks & white feathers float past
& I. lock from above
peace akin to love
calming throb of veins, bringing
brain thru to equilibrium
while slant of sun slides acute
& reds & yellows go sharp in trees.
Fish leaps, dance of gray flame, wring of hungry mouth
peer at white feathers above
lie still a while—
flicker white translucent fins
in blessed hunger
wait for fulfilling.
Eric Chaet

Of Birds, Trees, River and Sun

A heavy rain, that should have been snow, falls all morning but stops
by two o'clock.

Following in the wake of the storm are lesser gray clouds

that will eventually empty themselves in Pacific or St. Louis or Litchfield.
Loading my vest with tobacco, a pipe, The Book of Trees, a Bic pen, glasses
and D. H. Lawrence's poems, I leave the house bound for a drive 'n walk.
voyage, maybe.

A

Binoculars are at my side in case of hawks or buzzards.

Twice I take promising dirt roads off of BB, only to end up going in circles
back to BB.

No place draws me to walk as there is an abundance of barbed

wire about.

Exasperated and getting worried that I may be empty of a walk,

I drive beyond St. James, Forest City of the Ozarks, pulling off Route 68
at the banks of the meramec River.
driven across.

After getting around the"Texaco Service-3 mi." billboard,

it is an easy ascent up the hill.
oak leaves.

A bluff overlooks the valley I have just

The ground is inches deep in wet scrub-

Mosses and ferns - green, glistening, spongy, aromatic.

hills to the North, vibrant brown going to gold.
feet above the river and even with the clouds.
overhang and listen:

"See-o-see-o-see-o."

Breughel's

A hawk soaring hundreds of
In no hurry I stop on an

I wait quietly— silence.

Then,

remembering a former dialogue with a golden pheasant, I begin to answer
as best I can the trill of the bird:

"See-oo-see-oo-see-oo" and in rejoinder

more melodious and with much less of a human accent comes back:
o-see-o."

I try again coming closer to the bird's voice.

"See-o-see-

Still the bird is

not to be seen below amidst the leafless branches of winter that through
the binoculars look an impenetrable bramble— like the one around Sleeping
Beauty's castle.
now:

Another bird horns in and the conversation goes two ways

"See-o-see-o-see-o.

Ee-ee-ee-ee-o. Ee-ee-ee-ee-o."

And into view a

robin-sized bird but with a scarlet-red head, white necklace, black back
and white breast— found in the binoculars.

He stops 30 yards off at a

hickory to nose around for bugs (and there are even flying insects this
spring day of February 4).
me:

He comes no nearer but continues his talk with

"See-o-see-o-see-o" and I with him:

"See-o-see-o-see-o" and the other

picks up again and now a third and I'm whistling in three dialects:
see-o;" to my right:
veet."

"Ee-ee-ee-ee-o;" and far away:

"See-oo

"Che veet-che veet-che

The red headed woodpecker (for that's what he becomes in Peterson's

A Field Guide to the Birds four hours later) flies off and I follow his
devious retreat into the enclosing branches, forgetting my other conver
sations.

Gone.

I sit down on the moss-cushioned precipice and survey the gray-gold
valley below and the ice-green river and the spook-white sycamores that de
clare themselves so obtrusively in winter.
the forest, but not up here.

The rain continues to drop in

I try to whistle up another conversation and

immediately am answered from beyond by one of my former confabulators.
Damned if I can find him though.
o-see-o-see-o-o-o-o!"
see-u-u."
breed?

I fake a sound like I'm in distress:

That doesn't work.

I try to sound delicious:

"See"See-u-

How should I know how to sound inviting to a bird of unknown

We keep talking.

I feel like a baby mimicking sounds I know mean

something but have no idea what.
the forest answers.

I try another song and another part of

Ithink they are just stringing me along— that's cer

tainly the case if there's a bluejay around.

Either that or they want to

hear more of this outrageous story from a bird who's been in the city too
long, for his song is baffled by the weight of train whistles and of sub
way squeals.
Leaning back I think what a good place to watch the stars from— that

is if you can see the Milky Way for the abyss.
inches away.

A two hundred foot drop is

My hand lights on a smooth something— a clam shell.

An amazing

discovery atop this layered hill of sedimentary rock (dolomite with chert
and sandstone).

How strange the ways of Nature to preserve this shell (the

inside shines pearl blue and pearl green in the sun) way up here!— Or, how
odd of the wanderer who scooped it up at the river bank to desert it at this
point.

Maybe a large hawk had snatched it up and flew to a great height

and then dropped it to open it up.

Absurd, you say?

Well it rains fish

on occasion says Fred Wagner and he has the wisdom of an old man.
Meanwhile back in the forest a yellow-shafted flicker flutters by.
recognize him since he has more domesticated relatives in town.

I

Peering

at him through the binoculars, I see his quizzical expression when he hears
my:

"Ee-ee-ee-eee."

Although mystified he doesn't flee since he has found him

self a colonized stump.
For an unknown space of time, I have been all eyes, ears, and voice;
but now the cold damp wetness of the white cushion-moss seat makes itself
felt on my ass.

I do not move for a while yet, searching in vain for birds

in the distances.

Nobody to be seen.

I'll meander back along the river bank.

Having traipsed up the bluff, I figure
The first stage of the

journey

down is not hard, except I keep looking back at every bird noise and
continue to see nothing but branches, an occasional stubborn leaf, clouds,
and gray sky.

Following a vertical cut in the hill, I make rapid

progress— only to come to a dead end at a fifty foot cliff.
are unlikely mounds and walls of ice growing on the cliff.
out of the stratified brown and green and gray rock.
way to get down.

At my feet
A spring drips

Aha, there is an easy

A vine hangs over the brink and seems to offer a chance

at five or six footholds in the perpendicular wall of rock.

Simple enough.

I think of the young Melville on Typee sliding down huge cliffs— on thin
vines.

This is a thick one.

But Milville didn’t have binoculars— the

binoculars which I feared to bring as a burden

but what had been real

eyes when I needed them, now prove to be the burden.

If I slip,

fall out of my pocket and smash on the jagged rocks below.

they'll

I realize

my quandry only after I have reached the first foothold; moreover,
the binocs have sentimental value beyond their eight-power magnification:
they cost seven dollars when I bought them six years ago from a UCLA
electrical engineer.

He was driving from New York to California in a red

chevie convertible with slashed roof and picked me up on 66 where the Illinois
trooper had courteously dropped me off.
The glasses were probably stolen.
want to break them y'understand.

I was on the way to St. Louis then.

I bought gas in Litchfield.

Therefore, I hoist myself back up to the

edge with the help of a sapling root, stopping
wards:
does.

"Ee-ee-ee-ee-ee-o."

So, I didn't

midway to cock my head to

That one has eluded me all afternoon and still

Along the edge of the small cliff, I carefully walk over slick rocks

and stump through briars till I get to a more manageable place to descend.
A rotted log stands endways up the side of the drop.
More ice.

Another spring.

One muddy rear shuffle, a couple of quick steps and zoom down

a six foot ice slide to the ground.

Done.

I haven't even lost the

glasses.
I wander back aways towards the vine ladder, wanting to see the ice
mounds.

Never get there.

boxes, usurp my attention.
backdrop.

Moss-green boulders, like a congregation of
The bare rock of the hill overhangs in a concave

A small cave at the base— no tracks but it looks bat-worthy.

I

stumble through the greened boulders towards the river.
Mud.

The boots have stayed dry inside so far but the mud is up to the

ankle bone.

Tomorrow, in composition class, I'll see the dried mud as I

teach how to write good.
fellow.

Another spring coming out of the ground.

The stream gets to be three feet wide.

Narrow

The pool is placid but

a few feet away it begins to run down to the river.

I approach the river

with the disturbing thought that the cliff will have met the river plumb,
giving me the choice of swimming across or climbing back up the bluff.
decide I'll swim.

I

According to Jack Crabb in Little Big Man, the Cheyenne used

to bathe in winter rivers— also Catherin Tekawitha, the Lily of the Mohawks.
Probably my Piet ancestors did too.
a displaced Osage.

I think I am an old Druid.

Maybe even

I draw near the river and it appears my fate is to be

chilly. At my feet a crystalline rock leaps at my eyes, blotting out dour
thoughts.

It weighs about eight pounds.

Quartz, mainly.

along— pretty dopey to swim with it however.
the Meramec is partially frozen.

Thin ice!

I'll bring it

At the river bank, I realize
The joys of uncertainty!

surface of the river is water, newly melted in the day's warmth.

Then a

layer of ice about 2 inches thick, then ten or twelve feet of water.
throw the quartz rock in the air— thunk.
proceed to walk on water.
of ice faults.
slowly, slowly.

The

I

It doesn't crash through and I

The ice is green with weird disciplined patterns

The surface water reflects the sky as I slide along—
I even forget the "ee-ee-ee-ee-o," keeping my ear tuned for

a less musical cracking sound.

Arms ready to fly out.

I see the golden

clouds scud at my feet in the river, reminding me that the sunset is 20
minutes near.

I slide an inch worm's pace faster towards the bridge, be

cause I want to follow the setting sun down 66 back to Rolla— But that's
a whole nuther story, if you know what I mean.

All I can say now is that

it was an upside down sunrise as the sun dropped through a bank of black
clouds appearing once before it set and the South wind sprung up, bringing
with it the storm that blows outside the window right now.

James Bogan

Ka thy

He squinted against the late afternoon sun
reflected in the bakery window.

Amid the cakes and

pies a woman was picking out fruit filled
Kalotchkees.
and waited.

He walked in took his number
Fortunately business was slow so

only Kathy and another girl were taking orders.
Kathy.

He knew her because the others had spoken

about her often.
finally his.

She called a number, then another,

"Hi," he said.

She looked at him

dispassionately, returned his greeting and asked
what he wanted.

Chocolate chip cookies.-How much?

They're fourty a pound.-Two pounds.-That's a lot
of cookies.-Well, I like chocolate chips.-Do
you want me to write the price on the outside;
of the box?-Kathy, you can write anything your little
heart desires on the box.-(Spoken with all the
savoir faire of warm melting butter).-Thank you.
Call again, sir.

She smiled clinically. -Well, see

you 'round, bye.-Bye.

Carrying the cookies home,

he knew that his teeth would rot before he ever got
the guts to ask her for a date.
Henry Berek

I backed away and watched you
As I built red brick walls
Higher, day by day.
Caught glimpses of your sunlight
And hid each time we smiledFor fear you'd find out
About my love for smiling.
But you poked holes in the wall.
Now I'm tan from the sun
And bruised from falling bricks.
Diana Capen Beers

What would you say, my love?
What would you say, my love, if I queried you,
Asking, "What meaneth this here word, 'paunchy?'"
Connotations positive or negative?
This verb instrumental or vocative?
How
His
The
The

shall you answer the question of the hummingbird?
long nose (like Pinocchio's no doubt) a phallic symbol.
wooden walkway around the building.
confusion of our cardboard reality.

My energy drains. Why do I tread on?
No sympathy comes my way. Need I fawn?
Grass never questions its life, creation on the lawn;
Yet I look in myself, the east, and crave a dawn.
Why does He tease us, I am weary enought with taunts,
We see only a veil of everything, everything else nought.
Stephen Doss

To A., L. T.

I was sad,
you could hear me say.
Because of a thought
that had passed away,
and left behind what
many had just begun.
Time passed on,
and still I faintly cried
for the stars I had seen disappear
from the sky.
To follow the Voyager
wherever he would be.
Soon the stars could not see
thru life's opaque glass,
losing contact with those
they had shone on in the past.
(And I waited like the rose
bud wondering if spring was over due.)
I finally realized that starting anew
was dreaming of days when nature's
road would diverge in a dense
wood and I could take neither
because of the sharp, steel fence
erected by passing time.
My hope of leaving behind
some part of myself to be found
was shattered: true.
That part of me was never found,
because it was never lost by you.
I am glad.
Dave Warfield

Reflections Of

I saw him tonight,
on the stage in front of me
as an actor.
(yet everyone else knew that
who they saw was only a character
spewing forth syllables molded together with intense emotion)
He laughed.
I found myself laughing, too.
I couldn't help but think that
there was a piece of glass in front of me,
silvered on one side,
causing my eyes to perceive a partial being.
Slowly,
(as if in some hourglass each grain of sand
struggled to avoid falling through another phase in its life)
the hazy image took form with a shape
resembling something more familiar to me than myself.
The applause deafened my eardrums.
The stage was empty.
Everyone was leaving the theater
in undefined motions and jestures.
My mind blank,
I left with them.
Dave Warfield

TodayMother's in the kitchen,
chewing on boiled fat.
Little sister on the floor,
crying in the back room.
Rookie cop looking out his car,
for black heads to bop.
Stray cat in the backyard
eating slop.
Big sis down the street,
being used.
Wino setting on the curb,
singing sad blues.
Man running down the stairs,
lost his hat.
Butch's dog chasing a car,
soon his head is flat.
Greasyspoon up the street,
selling pigtails for noon.
Big brother ran off,
nobody knows where at.
Miss Jones in the bathroom,
having a child like that.
Dust on the table,
spelling words of hope.
Garbage in the street,
creeping in my room, about to choke I
Old woman on the ground,
hit in the head with a bat.
Daddy should be home soon.
Junkie on the roof,
trying to find a vein.
Little Mary taking candy in a car,
nevermore.
Sun in the sky,
shining on broken glass.
Young boys walking down the street,
life is a bore.
Black man on the comer,
talking about struggle of class.
The weatherman on the radio,
said no chance of change.
Number runner at a door,
giving away sure tips.
Daddy said I am his favorite child.
Cries to God in the church,
to bring some change.
Men in the hall,
smoking cigarettes with fingertips.
White man banging on doors,
asking about bills overdue.
Black men in police car,
going to see Judge McDoo.
Little sis eating on the wall,
trying to get fat.
I wish daddy wouldn't come home like that.
Eugene Smith

Boston

Boston is squeaky wheels and creaky
people. It comes at you with a dash
and a halt. It takes you across
the Charles and lets you off with
a jolt. There is Copley, Cambridge
and even the Coop. You can walk in
Harvard's quiet or scurry to the
Greenline stoop. But whatever you do,
no matter where you go, you hear the
country's history whisper to you. . .
Boston . . . Boston . . .
Henry Berek

"You takes what you gets." The old man said with a toothy
grin that reeked of cheap wine and bad truth. He poked
an old broken finger at me then ran it across the sand
paper of his cheek. "Just get out of the way you old bum,"
I thought. "Please," I said as I gently moved him to one
side. His eyes, my God, his eyes prayed fear and bled a
tear. "Mister, can you spare some change?" But I was gone.

Henry Berek

Emerging Youthful
from Garbage
Emerging youthful from garbage,
grass, windows full of trees,
soft chairs & couches tossed
outwindows to crough & observe
rats, punch-press, ass, rapid transit
axis stilt-line tearing across
dream of lake shore, billboards,
flash of faces of dazed commuters
rushing
out of frame of billboard
overlapped with intentions, scribbled,
scratched, painted, faded,
dark men & women staring into spaces
between things & grey pigeons
on platforms, orange legs,
yards of old autos, whiskey bottle shards.
Emerging with salami breath
subway iceflow teacher czar
far north side of city
from south side
stockyard stench
walking & running thru parks
& whirling crowds & 4 winds,
the sexes, ages, worries,
joys, ways, washed in flickering
nerve-end parade thru lucidity
of zero,
breasts, tunnels of women
white leg, green face, brown arm
innocent thin hands, guile of walking
blindly tending
out of innocent boyhood dream.

2.
When I was a boy in Chicago
sun rode thru 1/2-remembered trees
& blue skies, sour stubble whiskers
of beer & cigars were fluid
with smiling, streets were full
of kindness & echoes & ice cream,
fire-plugs were solemn & strange,
indignant & peaceful old men bent
deep into chessboards making moves
I cdn't understand.
3.
Today sun shone when I unwound
an orange, pulp I chewed
sailed within, the spiral galaxy.

Eric Chaet

Symphony i l l in W-Flat

Circle of violins passing joint of rosin
from folding chair to iron gray hair
fine mist of yellow
filtering from strings & haloing round stage
in grass by black lake,
throat of French horn, choking & twisted
with urgent valve-gurgling messages to erupt
of brass abruptly wrought
in some ash-strewn cave by Algerian Sea.
Light opening lids,
tight-whispered conversation lifting seat before me
to toss in waitful whisp'ring face,
green ideas floating in room like soup
rebounding
from walls of student's printed cell,
shabby shoes floating
at table height
gawking over sill at mountain
gangling arms ending
in foul-breathed pages of books,
while squirrels sniff end of hibernation
exhale stale hallucinations
that kept them from crystal
coffins
falling from heaven's smoke stacks
& attacks of frindly military men,
women
loose with round anticipation
for the flash
stuffed full of crisp green cash & fashion magazines
cloistered in libraries
& wrought-iron bushes by gaseous building of joy
halls new-plastered with responsibility
& wadded tight with laundry to be starched & pressed—
hard now, & climbing
with 2 rocks of Sisyphus & a sob
baton thrusting up & forward
anticipation of circle filled to trembling
sphere
& warm end of cold & wandering
nights of fear
that no concert will be loosed upon this city—
composer with bag of underwear,
toothbrush & herbs
approaches, panting, up shoulder of highway 70.
Eric Chaet

THE CARDPLAYERS
The fingers of the mute poet weave baskets of rhyme / in the air.
In his palms the doubld images on the cards wrinkle and rise from
themselves. The grey face of the tv folds the room's reflection
within itself.
Grey dancers flash thighs at the players sitting on
the rug, holding their bodies erect from the belly, their shoulders
dusted with light from golden candles. Near the ceiling a crippld
bird swings in untwisting arcs of a cobweb; just inside the border
troops are moving.
Just inside the border troops are moving villagers into safe areas.
The green jungles are sootgrey on the network news, the edges of
the commercials smoke.
A new hand is dealt by the anchor man to the
four players, crossleggd, rightknee to leftknee around the jumbld
pile of castoff cards.
If they were sitting on a glass floor, their
inverted reflections would now play the hand, cards cast down clockwis
the trick growing, jack on joker, trey on deuce, the secret ACE
residing in his palace of knuckles, awaiting the last round.
The mute
poet winds his fingers into astounding messages that rise above the
candlesmoke and cling, like mudswallow nests, to the ceiling. At the
last outpost, troops are moving, their faces conceald by literary
symbolism.
The cardplayers are a city, a community of interest, of conflict and
mutual aid. Trumps are playd and the trick is won. Where the poet
rhymes his silences the crippld bird rides a wind. Candles are lit
with flames that stand straight up, their reflection in the hot wax
below unwavering.
"On you I muse through the night
for you have been my help;
in the shadow of your wings, I rejoice."
When the bird sang, the candles flared
and the poet's mute hands
danced among the flickering newscasts where official lips changd
defeat to triumph, rippt flesh to victory.
The faces on the playing cards have a single expression fit for
ritual, and their flat thin bodies flip easily to the floor.
The expression of the faces on the playing cards is doubld, rising
from below itself in reverst, inverted mimicry.

In identical helmets
the troops are moving from house to house, dealing sheets of image
less fire. The players have removd their clothes; and their skin,
smooth and clear, reflects the room in which they sit, the figures
on their bodies moving, rising, standing, falling in pools of
mirrord blood; the bird near the ceiling hovers, its wings spread
over the room, from those shining pinions drops of light/rain and
merge with the candles.
The figures moving on the players' skin are
shadows, are inarticulate, are guided by the dumb fingers of the
poet as they enact history on the surface of the glowing bodies.
From within, from bone, from vein, gland, new figures rise to the
action. The dancers who were grey are now naked spools of light,
whirling and tumbling among the troops moving just inside the border.
In their dance, the troops are rising like leaves in a gale, like
dry skins in a firestorm; bright sparks of war they rise to the
waiting dark and are snufft.
The poet's fingers pinch the candle wicks to darkness which they shed
across the cards scatterd on the floor. The players, bearing worlds
on their skin, have gone, taking with them the last ACE, the living
card that can only be playd once, when the game ends. The bird,
hovers, smudging the ceiling with its brightness.
"My soul clings to you,
your right hand holds me fast."
The discarded cards lie face to face, the images fading into silence
molded by flashing fingers.
Eugene Warren

Funky Attitude (alias Miss Bitch)
I think I'll start carrying a water gun filled with vinegar
around with me, just for people like you.
And the very next time I say hello to you, and you turn
your shapely nose up to the sky,
I'm goin to fuck up your whole snot system.

Be funky, now, Miss Bitch with all those green buggars
coming out of your nose, and that vinegar dripping all over
your new dress.
You now smell, like you act.
Can you see how you make other people feel?
When are you goin to learn, little girl, that cause you
look good, don't mean you are beautiful,
cause you look half way decent don't mean everybody is goin to
lick your booty . . .

Somebody told me to tell you that the walls in the rooms,
at the parties we go to,
don't need you to hold them up.
Somebody also told me to tell you that if you don't want to dance
at the "dance", we won't miss your too cute ass.
Somebody told me to tell you that everybody is hip to your
phony ways.
Somebody told me to tell you that . . . beauty's only skin deep.
And finally, somebody told me to tell you that you are
"REAL UGLY" . . .

Could it be that you are afraid of the word TRUTH?
Could it be that you are afraid that the TRUTH hurts?
The TRUTH does not hurt, LOVE.
The TRUTH is only what is REAL.
John Ervin

Newton

Yellow bird.
Born in a cage,
lived in a cage,
ate, hopped, slept,
and sang in a cage.
Until, liberated by a
four-year-old hand
He discovered
freedom to be a
Tiger-striped cat.
Sandra Gale

Anatomy

An Atom is free!
Lowly and small, but free!
Atoms join together to form molecules,
Something bigger, something better,
But, no longer free.

A molecule is free!
Lowly and small, but free!
Molecules join to form all sorts of things,
Books and rings and sailing ships,
Bombs and planes and radar blips,
Each time, something bigger, something better,
But,
No longer
free.

And so on, and so on, until it's a universe!
A man is free!
Lowly and small, but free!
Men join to form a society,
something bigger, something better,
But
No longer

free.

And so on, and so on, until . . .
Tim Bradley

Oh,
we try,
very skillfully at times,
to
cover it up
ignore it
to say to ourselves
that it isn't there
that what bothers us isn't actually that, but something else entirely
never really stopping to think about it seriously, because we're all too busy trying
to hide from it
to get so involved in other things
that we can forget about it, even though this just makes us sicker inside
or,
if we think about it at all,
we do so with
prejudice
personal bias
preconditioned beliefs
emotional arguments
lack of reason
always dragging in something
that someone has told us
that we pull out of thin air
that we never stop to question
that we can't stop to question
because we can't let ourselves face the really big question—
So, we come up with
answers which
evade the issue
answer some other question not quite as frightening
but never answer what is asked
answers which actually mean nothing at all.
But it's still there
carefully hidden
back among the cobwebs, in some dark recess of the mind
evading it helps only momentarily
the question
what is everything for
what good is it all
what purpose is there to going
WHAT IS THE MEANING OF LIFE?

Dana S Nau

FAUSTIAN INNER DIALOGUES

a play by Melissa Watson

Setting -- a quiet, misty plane of the mind. The good doctor
enters and stops at center stage, the mists swirling around him.
Faust

Life, life, life -- what is it, why is it?
Why am I?
God, where are you? You crucify me !
(to the heavens) Well, there you are
and here I am
And there’s nothing in between
Air, maybe, but what is air?
All you do is breathe it in
and out
and in
and out
Until you die,
And what is there then?
You tell me that, you up there,
What is there to know, to do . . . to what . . . to where
Why care, you there?
What do you want anyway,
You with only the air for a screen
Between . . . I mean,
You're you, Someone!
You act, you know, you do—
And I . . .!
Can you hear me calling you?
Can you hear me?
I'm here, I'm here,
But where are you?
Where are the answers, whereare the reasons
Where is an explanation?
Where are all my hopes and dreams?
Is this all there is: lust, revenge, greed, hatred,
Hypocrisy? Is there to be nothing else?
Nothing better, nothing more?
Is there to be no love, no beauty,
Will there be no release from this wretched limbo
of my soul?
Must I hang here forever, listening to the mocking of
my enemies; must I remain in this darkness
Crucified on the cross of my lost innocence?
Will there be no release . . . ?
Oh, dear heavenly Father, this too is my ninth hour,
This too is my time of doubt,
But where, oh Lord, is my reward?
Where is the dawn of my resurrection—
Where ARE YOU? (pauses, then shrugs)
No answer? Well, I have no real need of you anyway,
You're just an invention of the primitive mind to

explain the order of the universe and I am a man of
reason.
Gravedigger
(suddenly appears beside Faust. He is a young man,
dressed in a dark business suit and carrying a briefcase.) Aha!

Just the words I have been waiting for.
Faust

(startled)

Who in the devil are you?

Gravedigger

I do wish you wouldn't use that word.
image, you know.

Faust

You're the devil?

Gravedigger

See, there you go again! That title went out with
cloven hooves and pitchforks. Psychology is the thing
nowadays.

Faust

Well, you don't look devilish.

Gravedigger

Of course not! As I said, we've got a whole new image.
All very respectable and 20th century, very Freudian.

Faust

Do you mean to tell me that Freud has even penetrated
Hell?

Gravedigger

Yes and it really has revolutionized the old place, let
me tell you. Sometimes I long for the good old days,
though, things were so much simpler then. All I had to
do was offer some philosopher wine, women and song and
then carry him off at the end of 24 years . . .(sighs)
Well, let's get down to business, shall we? (opens
briefcase and pulls out a sheaf of papers) Let's see.
First of all, I must inform you that if you sign this
contract, you are subject to all rules for behaviour as
set down in the same. At the end of the time period
agreed upon, you must agree to forfeit the price, (i.e.
Your Soul) to the agent issuing you said contract.
Failure to do so will bring a fine of—

Faust

Yes, yes, but what do I get?
you making?

Gravedigger

Hmm, oh, yes. I am prepared to offer you for the posses
sion of your soul— 24 years of peace, quiet and com
fortable old age.

Faust

Is that all? I thought, I mean— all I've read has in
dicated that one would get much more for the price of
selling his soul!

Gravedigger

I told you things aren't what they used to be. We
can't go around offering every dissatisfied philosopher

It hurts our

What sort of offer are

the world on a golden platter. Since the devaluation of
the average philosopher's soul you're lucky to get that
much. Besides, what hope can you have? Life is short;
work is hard and the rewards are few. What do you have
to show for all your trouble? A few Ph.D.'s and years
wasted buried in books studying the classics, thoughts
which plague your days and rob you of sleep at night.
Faust

True, but I had hoped for a little more. All those
years gone by, I never made full use of them. I never
had the time for the things the other men did, carousing
all night, the booze, the girls . . .

Gravedigger

Oh, no!

Faust

What?

Now you've done it!
All I said was . . .

(Suddenly appears. She is a supple, beautiful woman
Felina
with the sleekness and morals of a cat.) All you said was that you
wanted me.
Faust

And who . . . ?

I didn't --

Gravedigger

(sourly) Oh, you called her up all right.
(To Felina)
Just when I thought I had him, you have to butt in.

Felina

That's only because he wanted me, darling. What would
he want with your offer? I can give him what he wants.

Faust

But I don't understand.

Gravedigger

It's all part of the Freudian image; they're no longer
content to send just one agent, now everyone specializes.

Felina

(runs her fingers through Faust's hair) And my Specialty
is the most fun. What would you want with a quiet old
age? Give me the body, to touch and to caress, lust to
revel in, and nights spent in ecstasy. How sweet it is
to sink into lecherous abandon, to glory in the flesh.

Faust

Yes, but . . . what else can YOU offer me?

Felina

Else?

Gravedigger

HA! So you can't give him what he wants either, can you?

Felina

Oh, shut up!

Faust

Well, being a man of reason and discourse, there are
certain questions that I have been unable to solve.
If I could just have the knowledge of --

The others

Oh, NO!

What more could you want but to be young and virile?

What more do you want, dearest?

(Quasar appears, dressed as an ancient Greek

scholar with a meteorite glistening on his chest.)
Quasar

Oh, yes! Knowledge, knowledge! Ascend to the sublime—
The Spirit, the soul, evolve, evolve! At your service,
Doctor.

Felina

(sulkily) Why did you have to call up that bore?
he does is emote and carry on.

Quasar

Hmmph! I see that my . . . distinguished colleagues
have already spoken to you.

Faust

Yes, (sighs) you might as well make your offer.

Quasar

Mine is knowledge. Oh, the classic beauty—
Athens, the center of intelligent thought
Oh, Rome, philosopher's delight!
What joys to walk where Socrates,
Plato, Seneca and Aristotle held their
Reasoned discourse on life and truth,
What rapture to behold the golden mean!

Felina

You make me sick! What do you think this is, Goethe,
Marlowe, Mann? Your rhetoric is too high flown for
this game. Bring it down or you just might lose your
audience.

Gravedigger

(to Faust) Yes, what do you want with his knowledge?
It will bring you no peace, it never has. The only
people your works affect are those like you, stifled
poets. All the rest don't care, and should they?
Forget this prating fool and opt for solitude and rest.

Quasar

Peasant! My dear Doctor, what do you wish to know?
Only if you can see the totality of life can you find
true happiness.

Faust

I'm an intelligent man, and, of course, there's no
such thing as heaven or hell . . . They're myths all,
necessary for the self-liberation of the spirit, yes,
but in reality, the delusion of a primitive mind trying
to explain things . . .
One must have faith in reason, science, study and
analysis . . .

Quasar

Naturally.

Faust

However . . . tell me more!

Felina

One moment, spangled friend!
(takes Faust by the arm)
Do you really think I'll let you go so easily?

Quasar

Leave him be, he wants nothing from you!

All

Felina

But darling, where would life be without women?

Faust

Well, mythically speaking, a woman _is necessary as
the anima. The pursuit of a dream by the hero is climaxed
by the spiritual joining with a female and—

Felina

What Rot! There's only one kind of joining I'm interes
ted in and its climax . . .

Quasar

Enough!

Felina

You think so? Look at him! He thinks he's so high and
mighty— like you, my glistening, burning friend. Only the
pursuit of knowledge could consume him . . .Ha! I know
the ways of man . . .
Give me just a few short hours,
Let me push away such thoughts of books and papers,
Schools and learning,
And fill his body with the burning burning burning
For the pleasures of the flesh!
The most honored scholar of the age will melt beneath
My earthy spell
And turn his thoughts from the blazing stars
To things more cosy, warm and soft
With perfumed skin and silky hair,
Of Night's black fear drowned in loving arms
And days spent lost in her embrace.
No more your chilly, unending search for knowledge,
Years long lost deep inside a book,
No more the void of endless night,
The lonely evil, the solitary abyss,
Just an eternity of fleshly bliss!
I offer you love and happiness!

Gravedigger

Love? You'd be better off living your life as a hermit
than to submit to her love. You have some foolish notion that she could satisfy you, well, she never will.
What is love, anyway?
Cupid's no boy,
No Cherub with darts of
Sweet desperation
To make a man faint
And pine for love.
He's a fierce,
Spiteful warrior
With a lance and a sword
To pierce through your body
and tear out your heart,
And to poison your brain
Until you sicken and die
From unending passion.
There is no love.

You sink too low!

Felina

Balls! What could you possibly know about love, with
all your harping about solitude?

Gravedigger

I know enough to say that it's better to be a hermit
than a whore!

Felina

What!?!

Gravedigger

You, that's who!

Quasar

Really now, such conduct is unbecoming to our station.

Gravedigger

And you dry up, you . . .you stuffed toga!

Felina

Yeah, you can take your station and you can—

Quasar

I beg your pardon!

Felina

(mimicks him) "I beg your pardon," you pretentious
old windbag!
(strikes a pose) Look at me, I'm
cultured.
0 sybili, si ergo
Fortibusis in ero . . .

Quasar

Monsterous!

Felina
Quasar

Who do you think you're calling a whore?

0 nobili, emis trux—
Sacrilege, blasphemy!

Felina

Si vats inem
Cowsin dux!

(sticks her tongue out at him)

Quasar

Harpy!

Felina

Boor!

Gravedigger

Bawd!

Quasar

At least I have more class than you, Ego!

Felina

You're both full of it.

Quasar

And you're nothing more than gutterbait, Id.

Felina

Better Id than dead!
la-la-la!

Faust

(wanders away from the trio as they continue to argue)
What a noisy bunch! Selling my soul is sure a lot
harder than I had thought it would be. So what do I do
now?
(sits down)

And you, Mr. SuperEgo—

At least I know how to live,

Student

(enters, carrying books and whistling, passes the trio
and comes up to Faust) Hey, hi-there, Dr. Faustus,
how's life?

Faust

Not what it's cracked up to be.

Student

Another day, another dullard, huh? You just don't
have the right platitude. By the way, who're they?

Faust

The three manifestations of my subconscious, arguing
over who gets possession of my soul.

Student

You know, I was just about to say that.

Faust

Lord only knows . . . I'm beginning to think that I'm
more acted upon than actor; I'm not running true to the
accepted mold of the Promethean hero.

Student

Really? Have you been reading Northrup Frye? (Faust
nods) I was afraid of that; you've got all the symp
toms of hero-suffering-loss-of-Promethean-aspectsmanif ested-by-appearance-of-subconscious-because-ofan-excessive-amount-of -Northrop-Frye. It'll do it
every time. I suppose you've taken to analyzing your
dreams and trying to find mythical archetypes in the
Want Ads?

Faust

Why, yes, how did you know?

Student

Your every movement shouts it out. Yes, my friend,
I'm afraid you are suffering from a sever case of hero
suffering-loss, etc.

Faust

But is there any hope for me?

Student

Yes, yes, even you can be saved. It just so happens
that I have here this little item that can— dare I
say it?— redeem your sinful soul! Look, look upon
this fountain of life and live! (hands him a goldbound copy of MAD)

Faust

(reads feverishly)
can see it now!

Student

Do you see the light, brother?

Faust

Yes, YES!

Student

And do you believe?

Faust

YES!!! I'm free, free! Now I can go to Walt Disney
cartoons without trying to decide if Minnie Mouse is
Mickey's anima; now I can read the grafitti in the Men's
Room without classifying it as high or low mimetic!
I'm free! I've kicked the Northrop Frye habit!
(clicks
his heels together joyously and disappears)

Who's winning?

Can I be SAVED?!?

Yes, yes, I believe . . . yes, I

Gravedigger

(as the others run over)
oh, it's YOU!

Student

Hi, guys. Tsk, Tsk, you guys are really falling down
on the job; that’s the third soul this week I ’ve
stolen away from you. What's happened to all that
super-organization you're so famous for?

Felina

(picks up the discarded MAD) Hey, you're using unfair
tactics, Gabriel. You know we can't hold up against
such high-powered rhetoric as this.

Student

As they say, love, all's fair in etc. Well, I've gotta
fly.
Ciao-ciao, kiddies!
(disappears in a flash of
light)

Felina

I still say it's unfair.

Gravedigger

Well, you know how it is with these angels, I've never
met one who will take things like this seriously.

Felina

Well, it wouldn't have happened if you hadn't been so
pig-headed about everything. Peace and quiet, that's
the biggest shovel of crap I've ever smellt!

Quasar

Must you persist in being so vulgar?

Felina

I'll be as vulgar as I want, so there, nyaahh!
her nose at him)

Gravedigger

Would you shut up your cheap mouth? We'd better get
back and make our report. I have a feeling the Boss
isn't going to like this. (starts to fade)

Felina

Yeah, the last time we blew it he was awful mad.

Quasar

Right, and what odious punishment! (fades also)

Gravedigger

Fifty-four hours straight of nothing but Andy Hardy
movies . . .

Felina

And a hard chair besides. Boy, that was enough to give
you a hemmeroid in the old ass.

Quasar

Such language. You're nothing but a lecherous sybarite
and vulgar besides.
(vanishes)

Felina

Who's vulgar? (vanishes)

Gravedigger

You are, so SHUT UP!
(he vanishes also. A faint red
glow glimmers for an instant, then the grey mists swirl
up again.)

Hey, where did he go?

Where—

(thumbs

(fading)

What difference does it make when you're dead?

They say that, man will destroy himself.
They say that, youth of today has no meaning in himself.
They say that, whites really don't have any soul.
They say that, there's no respect for the old.
And I keep saying,
"But what difference does it make when you're dead?"
They say that, God has no place in mo d e m life.
They say that, war isn't the answer for peace.
They say that, President X isn't a good chief.
They say that, blacks cannot live without the gun and knife.
And I keep saying,
"But what difference does it make when you're dead?"
They say that, love is only for fools.
They say that, friendship is only a tool.
They say that, there is no respect for fellow man.
They say that, it doesn't help to try as hard as you can.
And I keep saying,
"But what difference does it make when you're dead?"
They keep saying these things to me,
They keep telling me things I can see.
They tell me of what grief and pain it takes to be.
They tell me there is no hope in the human tree.
And I keep saying,
"But what difference does it make when you're dead?"
Eugene Smith

The song carries on.
The birds still sing
the wind still blows
the flowers still bloom
the trees still sway
the dogs still bark
the sun still shines
the lights still glow
the rain still falls
the rivers still flow
and the Father still tarries.
But the earth still burns
because of the most capable machine
and the most intelligent animal,
Man.
T. Drechsler

ROCKET DIVE RIDE
Welcome, weary travelers! Here is a place of rest and relaxation.
Enjoy, for this day will show new revelations! Remember, down is up,
and Blake was right! This is the life! Give your tickets to Snively,
there.
Sing ye devils, curse the Lord
Black days coming, heed the Word!
Earth is dying, Earth shall pass
Sin is all that ever lasts!
God and angels shine no more
Hell has opened up her door!
Burma Shave!

THE EBE AND I
A Dream of Growth from Whelp to Sometime Superman
by Scott Harman
ACT ONE
The Ebe and I were speaking of the wind:
Championship Wrestling

(Check out Rufus R. Jones!)

Art's ahead.
Yep.
There's a bear over there, and so there was—

The Ebe was ripped.
Are you there yet?

(Disjunction;

Regroup— set four, scene six)

The Chrysalis moth bursts
his fine-spun cell and shrugs.
Pulsing beams of lime sunlight/Delicate interplay of
green on green.
A fitful breeze chords a silver lake into high-pitched harmonics.
The Chrysalis grows and
flexes his tenuous wings.
The breeze becomes a rising wind.
("Wind," the Ebe moans, and lapses into silence.)

The Chrysalis leaps and straddles the screaming currents.
Soaring—
Westward into the dying sun and beyond.
Looking back, the moth beholds the glory of dawn and wings
onward,
A peal of laughter thundering from his throat.
(Fade Out)
(Spotlight 7; blue floor lights)
Have you seen your woman, baby,
Standin' in the rain?
Have you seen your lovin' woman
Standin' in the rain?
Why don't you put your arms around her and take her in again?
Refrain:
Nothin' to hide,
(Roll your mother over, Rover)
Nothin' to lose,
(She's just a fucking bitch)
Standin' inside here
i

(A dog's life is no life . . .)
With nothin' to do
(For someone like you)
Have you
Floatin'
Have you
Floatin'

seen that Golden Castle, baby,
in the clouds?
seen that far out Golden Castle
in the clouds?

Nothin' to hide,
(Roll your mother over, Rover)
Nothin' to lose,
(She's just a fucking bitch)
Standin' inside here
t

(A dog's life is no life . . .)
With nothin' to do
(For someone like you)
(Wild Applause)
An Apology:
A godless, minute particle, bastard of the virgin universe am I,
expanding with pulsing rhythm, growing in an Ever-Mounting Crescendo
of Pain and Mirth, Sensing the Emotions of the Blazing Sun as I Shoot
Past, Rising Beyond the Narrow Confines of Limitless TIME AND SPACE,

Seeking the Face Of The OMNIPOTENT MENTOR Named VISHNU, Abrogating HIS
POWER Until it becomes his power.
A timeless journey into dim recesses of
Cerebral Frenzy, and back again.
(Cut.

Print-out.

Standard Readback, Format Seven.)

The Eba got up and turned the record over.
Four blind men standing in a field of daisies.
First:

Curse ye ancient gods that strike from night and turn
your backs on luckless plight!

Second:

May your only misbegotten son ne'er leave his tomb
and find the sun, You that live as three in one!

Third:

I here deny the later Lords of all Creation, who deal
in lies and sow negation, false prophets of a coming
end that follows close on rising winds.

("Winds!" the Ebe cried, and the echoes whistled through the
chamber.)
Fourth:

I see the phosphorescent truth that lies beyond these
blighted orbs. Gods and devils, all are not, but in
the mind of the One Supreme Creator. Do you understand
my brothers?

First:

I see it not.
Second:

Nor I.
Third:

Fourth:

Nor I.

Forsake those blasted organs of the body, petty fools!
With your own powers create what all the sighted mul
titudes cannot make out! You are the One. So has it
been, is now, and evermore shall be.

(Reject; take nine)
Scene:

The Heart of the Universe

Action:

Mickey Mouse arguing with Plato.
Plato becomes enraged,
skewers Mickey with a cattle prod. The dying mouse rails
against the futility of ambidextrous masturbation, and
with his last gasp pleads for a piece of Edam.

(Take-up.

Double space left.)

Plato's Now-Famous Soliloquy on Plasticity
Have I the means for salvation? Nay, poor rodent, your death
will be as your life— an endless fiction, reworked to suit the needs
of infants. You are an eternal Postulate of Good, yet you are
nothing. Once, created, you were defined in terms of what was right
and what is right. Now you are dead, yet still may you take on the
shape of perfection.
And I, what have I to show? Is Plato any more than Mickey? Aye
perhaps I'm less, for where Plato is admired, you, grinning creature,
have love. I thought, and debated, and finally pronounced. Therein
lay my folly, for by my conviction I was rendered immobile, and worse
immutable.
Rest well friend Mickey. You deserved not death, yet I was
exceeding lonesome.
(The Heart of the Universe is consumed in scarlet fire. The flame
eventually expires, and only a mourning wind remains, howling through
a total vacuum.)

At the word

wind,

the Ebe looked up eagerly and
fondled his clip.

(We went to bed and slept soundly. During the night the only motion
was the slow pacing of our eight-foot guard rabbit.)

ACT TWO
The Ebe and I were gone,
As usual.
Some weird shit was on the tube
In the background.
Same weird shit: halftracklaughtrackhijack.
"The time has come," I said to Ebe,
"To speak of many things."
The Ebe just rolled his eyes.
"Look out" was all he said.
The door blew open and
The wind crawled in,
And God was right behind.
The wind blew it and God snorted it and everyone was there.

(Brief period of dark silence)

The Ebe and I were speaking to
the Wind.
"Wind,"

said the Ebe, "whither away?"
And the Wind noaned

"Westward.

AND EVERY MOTHER'S SON WAS DANCING, AND NO ONE GAVE A DAMN.
The Sam came by last night,
turned me on to one.
The old
Chrysalis floated by, said
"Mah oh Mah, yo' boys seen de Ebe?"
Roger Bacon, over and out.
AND EVERY MOTHER'S SON WAS DANCING, BUT

NO ONE HEARD THE TUNE.

I got yesterday,
I got tomorrow,
with nothing in between.
She had brightness
She had dark
But gray was never found.
And a holy host of catshit on the ground.
AND EVERY MOTHER'S SON WAS DANCING AND THE BAND PLAYED ON.
(Nous allons.)
left/right shuffle one
(Back in line, you bastard.)
left/right shuffle two
(Keep moving, keep moving.)
left/right shuffle three
"HOLD IT!

ENOUGH OF THIS CRAP!"

the Ebe screamed.

Silence reigned, save for the wind, which
howled mournfully over the stone walls.

The procession was halted
and the Ebe and I were
Taken out of line.
The others took a break and smoked a cigarette
The man returned alone, and started
The march again.
Outside the walls the wind had died to nothing.

POEM TO BE READ BY THE LIGHT OF BURNING DICTIONARIES

Nonstriated muscle is unkown in minstering angels.
Misanthropic minotaurs play the Athenian squash team
As the illogical Pasiphae nibbles her nails
While staring vacantly at the walls
And listening to the bards of the Passaic
Beg the question-"Why is nonstriated muscle unknown in minstering angels
Pasqueflowers grow best when J.S. Bach
Is piped into their greenhouse.
Ah, gentle folk! Heed not my pasquinades
If it please you;
Be about it as Donne would have you be
Concerning passing-bells and peninsulas and promontories
Accept my incertitude as my pass-partout
To the pashalik of your comet.
"Murther most foul!" cried everyone
Who was at the tennis courts that day.
But the accused seemed unannoyed;
However, witnesses say that inside
His barbituated tower,
He was trembling like an aspen.
Do the people in Brooklyn ever cry
"Delando est Manhatto!"?
When deglutinizing horses' hooves,
I met an upholder of pasteurism;
An itinerant pastelist who read
Pasticcio in the light of pinball machines;
And sundry other phenomena which amazed me greatly
But nonstriated muscle is still unknown in minstering angels.
Linda Webb

The World is Coming to a Beginning
Get off your mind and crawl
Wallow in delight
Use everyone for what they are most fun for
A Child of Delight can believe in everything at once
Go where your vision is respected
Make strange noises
You would float straight up if you let go of your burdens of Good and Evil
Your sex is bedridden
Grow a gold beard or wear a red bandana
Always be ready to move in any direction
Worship yourself and one another
Cows are just long-faced people
Junk is holy
There is no limit to how high you can get
Think thigh high
Instantaneous cures are not fast enough
NEVER cut your dreams to fit your limitations
Orgasm is only the beginning of how good you can feel
Let them watch you
Only easy things are worth doing
Make new and different people
Your secret desire is your savior
Cure with your touch
Exercise to a sweat
You have a right to expect at least one miracle each day
life is scarce
Make a fool of yourself with unreasonable demands
People are like oysters t pry them open and eat them alive
Measure yourself with an elastic ruler
There is enough delight to go around
Shake in all directions at once and see what happens
Carol Jean Lewis

